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Introduction
Cool in School™ is a receptive and expressive language 
game for students in grades PreK–8. Cool in School™ uses 
color photos to teach basic and advanced communication 
skills that students use every day in twelve areas of 
school. (See page 2 for complete list.)

The 144, large (7" x 5") Cool in School™ photo cards 
target six essential communication skills—two receptive 
(following directions and answering questions) and 
four expressive (defining, describing,  , and discussing). 
Cool in School™ is effective for improving auditory 
comprehension, critical thinking, vocabulary, sentence 
formulation, questioning skills, pragmatic skills, and 
conversational skills.

Carl and Cate, the Cool in School™ penguins, guide the 
activities by providing receptive and expressive prompts 
for each picture scene. Focus on receptive skills by 
reading Carl’s prompts (in red) and target expressive skills 
by reading Cate’s prompts (in blue).
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Best of all, Cool in School™ accommodates students of 
any ability level. The double-sided game board gives 
you two ways to play—the simple game board provides 
a distraction-free playing surface for students with 
autism, and the other side of the game board is a great 
motivator for elementary and middle school students. 
Plus you choose the type of pawns you want to use—
there are giant magnetic pawns for students with limited 
motor abilities and standard pawns for older students.  

Contents

Cool Tokens

 
  12 cards each)

Cool in School™ Cards
The 144 Cool in School™ Cards reinforce social interaction 
skills and turn taking while participating in three 
receptive and four expressive language activities. There 
are twelve action photos for twelve different areas of the 
school.
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To play using the receptive section of the card, read the 
prompt in red (Mason is ripping a piece of paper.) spoken 
by Carl, the Cool in School™ boy penguin. This will set the 
scene for the card. Then ask any or all of the questions in 
red.

To play using the expressive section of the card, read the 
question in blue (What is Mason ripping?) spoken by 
Cate, the Cool in School™ girl penguin. This will provide a 
cue for the rest of the expressive section. Then ask any or 
all of the questions in blue.
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ReceptiveCarl says:

Cate says:

Follow Directions:

Answer Questions:

Define:

ripping

Describe: 

: 

Discuss:

Expressive

Basic 
Identification

Vocabulary

Description

Inference

Social Skills

Advanced 
Identification
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Object of the Game
Players collect Cool Tokens as they move around the 

game, the player with the most Cool Tokens wins!

Game Preparation

school area (cafeteria, classroom, media center …).

the students sit around the board.

it on “Start.”

How to Play
Basic Play (using the Easy Game Board)

 
he/she spins the spinner and moves the number of 
spaces indicated around the game board and collects 
that many Cool Tokens.

Cool Tokens wins!

Advanced Play (using the Advanced Game Board)

goes first.
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he/she spins the spinner and moves the number of  
spaces indicated around the game board.

Cool Token if they land on a blank  
space, or the amount of Cool Tokens indicated on the 
game board space he/she lands on.

Cool Tokens every time they 
pass “Start.”

Cool Tokens wins!

Additional Game Options

on a specific skill or skills, play using just the cards and 
tokens (without the game board). Players earn Cool 
Tokens for answering questions. The player with the 
most Cool Tokens wins!

school, just use one set of colored cards. Players collect 
Cool Tokens as they move around the game board and 

with the most Cool Tokens wins!

set amount of Cool Tokens
instead of earning tokens, players return their Cool 
Tokens to the bank. The first player to run out of Cool 
Tokens wins!
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board or Cool Tokens) and expand on the questions on 
the back of each card to have a discussion about what 
is happening in each of the pictures. Talk about why 
the scene is happening, what might have happened 
before the scene took place, what could happen after, 
positive/negative behaviors that are represented, what 
the students in each scene should do next, etc.
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